Instructions

IntelliTurf® Floating Golf Green Instructions

Caution

***Not for flotation
***Do not swim while green is in pool
***Walk green in and out from steps
***Do not stand on the green in the pool
***Do not jump onto the green while it is in the pool

Installation:

Inspect fringe around green, during installation we use nails to hold the fringe in place while the adhesive dries and while we inspect every green before it ships, human error is always a possibility. Simply rub your hands around the fringe to ensure no nails were left behind.

Adjust cup

Attach flag to flagstick.

If tee box is not flat, turn it over in the sun or fill the fibers and pad full of water to weigh down the edges.

Care Instructions:

While out of pool lay flat.

Do not drag green across pool deck, padding on bottom of green is not stable enough to endure exposure to hard surfaces.

The UV rays from the sun cause the most damage over the years. If you are not using the green, we suggest storing it or removing the synthetic grass from direct sunlight.

IN NO EVENT WILL Pennington Golf Design, Inc. DBA IntelliTurf, Inc. BE RESPONSIBLE FOR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES RESULTING FROM THE USE OR MISUSE OF THIS PRODUCT.

Thank you for ordering The IntelliTurf® Floating Golf Green. See our web site: www.IntelliTurf.com for more synthetic grass products.